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Lacoste has its name after a famous French tennis player. Lacoste UK is a successful brand in
United Kingdom territory. This brand is trademarked by a crocodile, which was the nickname for
lacoste. The brand is now fully fledged kingdom of fashion at its best. This has the best designers
from all over the world for their designing and intends to be the leaders in the world of apparels and
fashion. The UK brand structure is spread like a kingdom of fashion picks. It has become the best
evergreens to dress with classic outfits and accessories. The main sections of lacoste UK are

* Men fashion- the brand has an exclusive collection of men fashion wear. A wide range of clothing
is available from the cream designers all over. The broad categorization can be done on the basis of
formal and casual wear both for winters and summers. The formal wear has trouser, shirts,
knitwear, ties and other major sections. When it comes to casual wearing it has t-shirts, shorts,
sportswear, swimwear and many others as well.

* Women fashion- women fashion accounts for t-shirts, shirts, swimwear, sweats, jackets, sports
clothing and skirts. These fashionable clothes for women are eye catchy and gorgeous to wear.
Lacoste offers a very interesting range under a roof which makes women comfortable in shopping.
This brand also offers designers with latest trends and textures. Women enjoy this special feel of
clothing with it. Moreover, the accessories available for women make them complete in all respect.
Variety in all stuff is the specialty of this brand which makes an insight for interesting fashion range.

* Kidâ€™s fashion- though kidâ€™s look good in everything they wear. This brand brings a whole new world
of style statement for kids. Now, with this brand kids have their choice of dressing up in swimwear,
sports, trousers, tops, shirts, accessories, shoes and polos. It offers a wide section which has
choice for very small babies and kids of all the ages. What more, everything from tip to toe is
available at this store not just to make your kid smart but to let him feel smart.

* Accessories- different range of accessories are available for men, women and kids. For men it is
watches, eyewear, leather, sports, fragrances and lot more. Moving on to women it is handbags,
fragrances, eyewear, scarves, jewelry and hats. Children have their own way with their caps, belts
and socks.

* Shoes- formal, casual and sportswear shoes are available at the store. This brand brings to you
children shoes with a new fashion statement. The shoes available are latest in fashion and prove to
be durable.

* Polo- polo t-shirts for men, women, and children are available at the store. All new range of polo t-
shirts at the store is worth trying with smart fittings and appearance. Lacoste UK is one of the best
at trying and delivering the classic apparels for all.
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shirts, a  Lacoste UK and many more online Lacoste polo! Lacosteukpoloshirts are guaranteed the
highest quality at the lowest prices.
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